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  Why invest in brushes? 
 
• The way to a perfect finish is to start with the perfect brush. 
  
• Makeup brushes are designed to pick up and distribute cosmetic product without 

absorbing it. 
 
• In addition, the use of brushes generally limits the amount of times your fingers 

come in contact with the face.  Therefore, there is less pulling and tugging of the 
skin.   

 
• Anyone, from a novice to a professional, can benefit from  
     using the right tools.  The high-quality Mary Kay® brushes are  
     designed to offer a polished and professional application every time!   
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      Mary Kay® Brushes 
 
• Mary Kay offers a variety of brushes including All-Over Powder, Cheek, All-Over Eye 

Shadow, Eye Crease, Eye Smudger, Liquid Foundation, Cream Color, Powder 
Foundation, Eyebrow/Eyeliner 

 
• Mary Kay® cosmetic brushes are handcrafted and designed specifically to 

complement Mary Kay® color and face products. Uncompromising quality plus 
ingenious shapes made for today’s techniques and formulas. 

 
• Super-soft fibers compatible with liquid, cream or powder thanks to combining the 

precise uniformity of synthetic with the textured surface of natural. 
 
• The brilliant synergy of blendability, application and pick-up from every brush. 
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    Mary Kay® Brushes 
 
• Each must-have brush now boasts masterfully crafted synthetic bristles that are an 

ideal match for today’s advanced formulas. 
 
• The collection includes five high-quality, precisely shaped brushes ideal for creating a 

range of looks, packed in a stylish, portable clutch. 
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All-Over Powder Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  Plush, full, domed bristles are designed to help pick up and evenly distribute 

just the right amount of face powder or bronzing powder. 
 
• How To Use It:  Sweep brush across pressed powder or dip into loose powder, tap to remove 

excess product, then sweep gently in circular motions in desired areas. Use for setting 
foundation, blending or touch-ups. This brush also can be used to apply bronzer to the face 
and to larger areas, such as the décolleté. 
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Cheek Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  This multitasker features a 3-in-1 shape designed to help you enhance, sculpt 

and highlight your cheekbones without leaving harsh lines behind. 
 
• How To Use It:  Apply blush to the apples of your cheeks using the angled side of the brush. 

Use the long, tapered edge for a more contoured look and the shorter edge for more 
precision when applying highlighter. 
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All-Over Eye Shadow Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  A medium-sized tapered shape helps this brush fit naturally into the eyelid’s 

delicate contours. Flexible bristles make quick work of blending to help diffuse edges.  
 
• How To Use It:  Sweep brush across your favorite shade of eye shadow, tapping off excess 

before application. Sweep color across the eyelid. Use a light shade to highlight at the brow 
bone. 
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Eye Crease Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  Flexible, with an angled tip, this brush is designed to fit within the contours 

and crease of the eyelid to add professional dimension to your eye look 
 
• How To Use It:  Sweep brush across your favorite shade of eye shadow, tapping off excess 

before application. Starting from the outer corner of the eye, sweep inward along the crease. 
Or, pat or stamp color directly into the crease before blending to diffuse lines.  
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Eye Smudger Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  A dense, tapered tip is designed to help you create detailed accents. It allows 

you to smudge at the lashline to achieve a covetable smoky look, and it helps add detail in 
hard-to-reach places. 

 
• How To Use It: With eye shadow: Tap brush in color, and use short sweeping motions to 

apply from the outer edge of the upper lashline, inward. Repeat with lower lashline, if 
desired. Brush also can be used to highlight at the inner corner of the eye. With eyeliner: Use 
short strokes to softly smudge eyeliner and achieve a smoky effect.* This brush also can be 
used to help apply lip color precisely and evenly. For hygienic reasons, it is recommended to 
dedicate a separate brush for use with each product. 
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Eyebrow/Eyeliner Brush 

• Why It Works: The wired spoolie end tames brows or can be used to brush through brows in 
short strokes to blend color. The firm, angled brush end provides precise application of 
eyeliner or can be used to fill in brows.  
 

• How To Use It: For Brows: Tap the angled brush in powder, and use short strokes to fill in 
brows. Brush through with the wired spoolie in the opposite direction of growth before 
brushing brows upward back into place. For Eyeliner: Tap angled brush into color, and use 
short strokes to apply, starting at the inner corner of the upper lashline and working outward 
using light strokes. Repeat on lower lashline, if desired. 
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Mary Kay® Powder Foundation Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  The dense, rounded top provides perfect pick up and even, controlled 

application of powder foundation. It helps achieve a natural finish, allowing you to build to 
your desired coverage with minimal dusting. 

 
• How To Use It:  Place a small amount of powder foundation into the lid, swirl brush lightly in 

the powder, and tap off excess. Buff foundation onto skin in a circular motion, starting at the 
center of the face and working outward.  
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Mary Kay® Liquid Foundation Brush 
 
• Why It Works: Lush, dense bristles hold just the right amount of liquid foundation, from the 

lightest to creamiest of formulas, and the angled flat top provides a dual benefit. It allows 
foundation to be applied directly to the brush instead of to the back of your hand, reducing 
mess. Its slight angle reaches every unique contour of the face, helping to blend easily as you 
build to desired coverage. 
 

• HOW TO USE IT: Add liquid foundation directly onto the center of the brush or the back of 
your hand. To stipple: Start at the center of the face and work outward, lightly tapping on 
foundation to build to desired coverage. To buff: Use a circular motion as you lightly blend to 
desired coverage.    

•  
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Mary Kay® Cream Color Brush 
 
• Why It Works:  Rounded, densely packed bristles are designed to mimic fingertip application 

for a streak-free finish. The softly tapered shape helps precisely apply undereye corrector or 
concealer without pulling or tugging delicate skin. 

 
• How To Use It:  With Cream Eye Color: Dip brush into color, and sweep lightly across eyelid. 

With Mary Kay® Undereye Corrector: Apply product to desired area. Blend using the tip of 
the brush with a light tapping motion, or use a gentle sweeping motion with the flat side of 
the brush. With Mary Kay® Perfecting Concealer: Apply product to desired area. Use the tip 
of the brush to help cover small imperfections, and the flat side of the brush can be used to 
help cover larger areas. This brush also can be used to blend lip color smoothly onto lips. For 
hygienic reasons, it is recommended to dedicate a separate brush for use with each 
product. 
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Mary Kay® Blending Sponge 
• A versatile, reusable tool that helps achieve a flawless finish.   
• Features an easy-to-grip ergonomic design and custom dual 

edges. 
• Perfect for precision application and blending of liquid and 

cream foundations, concealers and more.   
• A unique, open cell structure is designed to allow the sponge 

to absorb water – and less product – in order to minimize 
waste so that you get the most out of your makeup. 

• How To Use:  Wet the sponge and squeeze out any excess 
water. Apply a small amount of product to hand or palette, 
and lift product with the dampened sponge. Using a gentle 
patting motion, apply product to desired area. Use the flat 
bottom of the sponge for stippling-style application in large 
areas, as with foundation. The tip is ideal for smaller areas, as 
well as overall blending. 
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Cosmetic Sponges 
• What it’s for:  Applying and blending cream and liquid foundations, 

powder and compact-based products. 
 
• Why it works:  The micro-fine texture of the sponge allows for even 

distribution of product.  The unique shape helps ensure smooth, flawless 
application. 

 
• How to use it:  Sweep sponge into product and blend, beginning at the 

center of the face working outward. 
 
• Products that complement it:  Mary Kay® Creme-to-Powder Foundation, 

Mary Kay® Day Radiance® Cream Foundation, Mary Kay® Sheer Mineral 
Pressed Powder and Mary Kay® liquid foundations. 

 
Bonus:  The cosmetic sponges were specifically created to fit inside all Mary 
Kay® compacts. 
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Mary Kay® Brush Cleaner 
 
•     What it’s for: To give your brushes the care they deserve and help ensure their 

    purity in just minutes. Effectively eliminating makeup residue to provide proper 
    hygiene and helping to provide stay-true color between applications of different 

    shades and textures. 
 

• Why it works: Wipes away build-up from natural and synthetic brushes between 
weekly deep cleansing, conditions bristles to protect your investment and leaves 
brushes smelling fresh and clean with a fast-drying formula that won’t damage 
brushes. 

 
• How to use it: Spray brush cleaner directly onto brush hairs until thoroughly 

dampened. Gently sweep brush over a tissue to remove excess moisture and to 
wipe away makeup residue and color. Reshape brush hairs with a clean tissue, lay 
flat, and allow to air dry before using. Allow brush to dry completely before 
reuse. 
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Brush Care and Handling for Personal Use 
 
• It is best to clean brushes with the Mary Kay® Brush Cleaner between different 

shade applications using the same brush and for day-to-day cleaning. Then, deep 
clean brushes weekly. To deep clean, wet the brush hair with warm water.  Squirt a 
mild cleanser in your palm and sweep bristles back and forth in a circular motion. 
 

• Rinse well.  Squeeze out excess water with a clean towel; reshape bristles and lay 
brush with hairs extending out over a ledge to dry.  Never dry brushes upright, as 
water can seep in and weaken the handle.  
 

• Keep your Mary Kay® Brushes looking nice by storing them in their case when not in 
use.  

 
• By following the brush care and handling  
     instructions above, you can extend the life of  
     the brushes.  
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Brush Care and Handling – Precautions 
 
• The use of regular rubbing alcohol for brush sanitation is not recommended as it 

may significantly damage the brushes.   
 

• Never dry brushes upright as the cleaner may weaken the handle. 
 

• Never use a hair dryer or sunlight for drying as they will damage the brush hairs. 
 

• Never allow brushes to be shared between guests at the same appointment. 
 



FAQs 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
1. Aren’t synthetic bristles meant for use with liquids and creams, not powders? 
 
In the past, synthetic bristles were recommended for use with liquid and cream 
formulas. However, the technology behind the masterfully crafted new synthetic 
bristles in our new Mary Kay® brushes means they are now compatible for use with 
liquid, cream and powder formulas. 
 
2. Can any brush now be used with any product form? 
 
The high-quality synthetic bristles in each of our new brushes are compatible with any 
product form – liquid, cream or powder. However, each unique brush shape was 
designed for a specific function. The special shape of the Mary Kay® Liquid Foundation 
Brush, for example, makes it ideal for applying liquid foundation. We recommend using 
each brush with the product form corresponding to its name and shape. 
 
3. Can I use the same brush to apply multiple product forms? 
 
For hygienic reasons, it is recommended to dedicate one brush per product form. It 
also is recommended to clean brushes between shades. 
 
4. Why should I apply products with brushes instead of my fingers? 

 
Applying products with a brush can be more hygienic than using your fingers; you also 
can achieve varying levels of a finished look—from a natural, air-brushed look to a full-
coverage flawless look. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


